
Contest Center Information

The following are approximate. 

Center 1:  Ensemble/Mime tile approx. 20’ X 10’
Center 2:  Short Film tile white board surface
Center 3:  Radio/TV .  tile white board surface
Center 4:  Readers Theatre carpet approx. 21’ X 14’ (see library picture)     
Center 5:  Choral Reading/Group Improv carpet      approx. 23’ X 12’ (see vocal picture)
Center 6:  Musical Theatre carpet approx. 19’ X 14’ 

 (see band room pictures showing cut out space)
Center 7:  One Act stage

Readers Theatre wooden gym floor (see pictures)
Center 8:  Ensemble Acting tile approx. 21’ X 12’
Center 9:  Group Improv tile approx.. 21’ X 12’

The center for One Act Play has very limited capabilities. The stage space 
has changed in the last year.  We now have a 12 foot permanent extension to 
the front of the stage in front of the main curtain.   Wing space is very limited.   

Lighting will be very basic of on/off, (no spotlights) controlled in the upper rear 
of the auditorium. We will have someone in the light booth to assist but you 
should have someone to call these from your own cues if it is more than on at 
the beginning and off at the end and to cue the end if you want lights off.  The 
curtain is available for opening and closing and we will have someone 
available to pull this but you will need to provide someone to cue them.   

You will enter the back stage area and bring set pieces on through the north 
hallway and up the stairs.  The gray door will be labeled as back stage 
entrance.  Please use this. If you have an large piece that will not fit through a 
standard school doorway, please email or call Liesl to discuss this.   To exit 
the back stage area and take pieces off, please use the south side backstage 
entrance/exit.  

Audience members will enter and exit through the wooden doors in the main 
hallway outside the office.  Dressing and make-up should be done in the 
restrooms by the north gym where all student groups will be gathering.  

There will be no sound provided in the auditorium.  If you have sound effects/
music, you will need to provide your own speaker and player and all props, 



set, electronics must be set up in the 5 minute set up time.

The floor directly in front of the stage will be used for the readers theatre 
performances in the one act center.  It is a wooden floor.  The curtain will be 
closed for readers theatre sections.  

PRACTICE ROOMS

There will be a couple designated warm-up practice rooms.  They will be 
located in the main hallway.  

CHAIRS/ ROOM PICTURES

The chairs designated for Readers Theatre, Choral Reading, Ensemble 
Acting and Group Improvisation are the blue or red chairs in the provided 
pictures.   The chairs designated for Musical Theatre are the black chairs in 
the provided pictures.  

The room pictures show the approximate spaces still set as classroom 
environments.  


